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Abstract
An objective of this work, investigate effect of heat treatment on microstructure and damping behaviour
of ZA-27 alloy, using dynamic mechanical analyzer. ZA-27 alloys were fabricated and solid solution
treatment at 120, 240 and 360 °C for 1 hr. Microstructure and physical properties of alloy were studied by
X-ray diffraction(XRD) and scanning electron microscopy(SEM). Results observed that microstructure of
ZA27 alloy manufactured as_cast was composed of α  β  η and ε phases, then decomposed to β phase
at 360 oC. DMA properties as: Storage modulus, Loss modulus and Damping capacity were studied both
of ZA27 alloy as-cast and heat treatment at temperature range from Room Temperature to 300
oC. Results indicate that speci�c damping capacity and loss modulus of both as-cast and heat treatment
alloy alloys decreased with increases in temperature, but storage modulus decreased with temperature. 

Introduction
Zinc-aluminum alloys are new family relatively of zinc alloys having low melting point and good casting
characteristics [1]. Alloy manufacture requires energy lower than both of Aluminum and Brass and Cast
Iron. That's alloys have wide range of freezing temperature, this resulting seen in different behavior of the
microstructure of the alloy to each composition [2-3]. ZA27 widely used for making wear resistance parts
of engine. It's used also extensively as bearing materials due to excellent castability, high damping
capacity, good �uidity, low coe�cient friction, its wear resistance highly in both of dry and lubrication
conditions and at same time low cost production [4-8]. Thus, ZA27 has obtained more and more
applications in more of industries. Finally, too interest has been attracted to investigate the dynamic
mechanical analysis of ZA-27 alloy, since alloy has a good mechanical properties and high capacities of
damping [9]. Different methods and techniques were used to basically improve the dynamic mechanical
analysis of zinc_aluminum alloys without decreasing signi�cantly the mechanical properties of those
materials. Studies show that the dynamic mechanical analysis as damping capacities and etc. of Zn–Al
alloys may be improved by solid solution heat treatment. Hardness and ductility, strengthening and
dimensional shrinkage of the solutionized ZA-27 alloy through aging were studied widely, but the
damping capacity variation during the process isn't more studied [10]. Materials damping capacity
indicates in specially to its capability of convert mechanical vibration to thermal energy. Negative
damping is too important material properties from the viewpoint of vibration adsorption in both of
aerospace and submarine [11]. Metal matrix composite ''MMCs'' technology with advent, it became
probable to modify damping behaviour of the metals and its alloys by combine them with a lot of
phases. Cermet reinforcement metals or alloys may combine ductility, toughness of matrix composite
with high strength and high modulus characteristics of the reinforcement while often retaining the same
condition of damping capacity [12.13]. Material stiffness or its dynamic modulus under effect of
dynamic load is useful studies of internal atomic potentials, creep behaviour and heat expansions [14].
Dynamic modulus mensuration in metal matrix composites predominantly provides more �exible and
delicate alternative at standard static test technique[15-17].
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Focuses of study, in determination of physical, mechanical properties of ZA27 and effect of heat
treatment on storage modulus(E'), loss modulus(E") and �nally damping(tan φ) both of as-cast and heat
treatment as temperature function and vibration adsorbing.

Methods And Materials
The present work, selection of alloy material is important based on the survey conducted. Zinc,
Aluminium, magnesium, and copper were as the alloying elements as ASTM.

Table1 Chemical Compositions of ZA-27alloy as ASTM B669-82.

Elements Al Cu Mg Zn

Percentage 25–28 1.0–2.5 0.01–0.02 Balance

Material
The Aluminum used in ZA-27 alloy was from Egyptaluminum Co., with purity 999 and Magnesium was
from Alpha Chemicals, copper metal used in produce zinc aluminum alloy ZA-27 was purity 99.9 and
characterized by XRD and zinc metal balance used in ZA-27 preparation was 99.99, from Boliden's
Kokkola, Finland,

Experimental Details
Aluminum and copper was melting �rst in a common graphite crucible and balanced with zinc and �nally
magnesium added to molten alloy as the composition given in the Table 1. After the mixing, the crucible
was placed in the furnace at a temperature range 600 oC. Samples cooling in air and other quenched in
cold water. Quenched samples were exposed to heat treatment at 120, 240 and 360°C about 1 hr. The
samples were grinded and polish for smooth surface �nish using of silicon carbide papers. Nitric cid (5 %
conc.) used as etching. Both of ZA27 as_cast and heat treatment samples were investigated by scanning
electro Microscopy ''SEM'' with Gensis-70 with energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). Microstructures to
all samples were investigated by using X-ray diffraction (XRD), philips D_500 type, operat at 45 mA. 40
kV., characteristically XRD patterns were obtained with diffraction angle (2θ). Tensile strength of
investigated samples was measured using uniaxial 350 KN capacity "Instron" machine. The dynamic
mechanical analyzers ''DMA'' were instrument based on forced vibration 10 Hz. It consists of an electro-
magnetic head to generation vibration waves, thermocable to measurement heat, linear variable
differential transform. The specimen dimensions were 70x15x1.5 mm. Processor control unit to
automatically keeping strain capacity, temperature and frequency conditions.

Results And Discussion
Densities of ZA-27 As-cast and heat treatments
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The densities depend on microstructure; ZA27 alloy microstructures were acomplex assignment of
casting and cooling rate and heat treatment process. Figure 1: shown the theoretical variations in
experimental density. in densities differences of as cast and heat treatment samples may be due to
change in dimensional of ZA-27 alloy during heat treatment, by change of meta stable phases to stable
phase, which retained by non equilibrium solidi�cation

Microstructures investigations
Microstructure of ZA-27 alloy

Microstructure ZA-27 alloy, �rst, α primary phase was solidi�ed to build dendrites foundation, surround by
phase β., η phase and ε phase were solidi�ed closely in dendrite area. Microstructures, indicated dendrite
multi-phase structures, like seen in Figure 2-A), a dendrite branch this is a dark contrast (Al, rich phase α),
which was encompassed by thereafter solidi�ed (Zn-rich β phase) gray color and light contrasted Zn-rich
η and ε phases in the inter dendrite areas, after solid solution treatment at 120oC for 1.hr. It can be
observe the phases and shape as in as cast with out change rather, primary α-Al, despite increase of
volume fraction of α phase, as shown in the low magnitude images of �gure 2-B)

As ZA-27 solution treatment at 240°C lead to reduce of α-Al dendrites and η phases in to β phase as
shown in �gure 2c). in generally, diffusion ability of alloying elements improved at higher temperature.
When ZA27 alloy heat treatment at 360°C for 1 hr., the matrix was supersaturated with β phase, where α
phase appeared as a dark line, this was developed along the grain boundaries in β phase due to
precipitation as shown in �gure 2D)

XRD analysis of ZA-27 alloy as heat treatment

XRD patterns of ZA-27 alloy as heat treatment at 120 oC, 240 oC and 360 oC for 1 hr are shown in Figure
3. It was observed that the diffraction intensity of phases α, η and ε in solid solution treatment decrease
in solution treatment with increase of temperature

Tensile strength and elongation investigation
The tensile strengths test results of ZA27 as_cast and heat-treatment at different temperature seen in
Figure 4. It was observe in all the samples, tensile strengths decreases with increase of heat treatment
temperature from 424 to 223 MPa., ZA-27 as cast >HT 120 > HT240 > HT 360 oC

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of ZA-27 alloy
The storage modulus(E'), loss modulus(E") and damping(tanφ) were function of temperature, from 30°C
to 300°C, for both of ZA_27 alloy ascast and ZA27 heat treatments were given in Figures 5, 6 and 7
respectively, its indicate that storage-modulus was decreases with temperature increased in ascast and
treated, its decrease 12760 to 64280 Mpa as cast ZA-27, as cast >HT 120 > HT240 > HT 360 oC
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Loss modulus was increases with temperature increases in all the cases as in �gure 6, its increase from
2230 to 10765 MPa as in cast ZA-27, as cast < HT 120 < HT240 < HT 360 oC

Further, damping capacity was increase with increase in temperature also. its increased from 0.01760 to
0.16742 Mpa as cast ZA-27, and as cast >HT 120 > HT240 > HT 360 oC, As shown in Figure 7. Variations
were more pronounced at temperatures range 250°C-300°C., this exceptional increase in damping with
temperature was indicated of the low temperature volume of grain boundary relaxation, it su�cient to
determine alloy plasticity

Conclusions
In research paper, ZA-27 alloy As_cast and heat-treatments have been perform with different physical,
mechanical and thermomechanical analysis, following outputs from this study can be indicated:

1): The density of ZA-27 as cast higher than heat treatment ZA-27, may be due to change of dimensional
in ZA-27 alloy during solid solution treatment and by convert of meta-stable phase to stable phase.

2): Microstructure of ZA27 as_cast content of large dendrites phase, and η phases, with increased solid
solution temperature, α, η phases dissolved and convert into the β phases as seen in 360°C.

3): Tensile strength of ZA27 as cast heat treatment decrease with increase temperature.

4): Storage modulus(E') indicate to following diminishing trend: ZA27, as-cast >HT120 > HT240 > HT360,
in general, storage modulus decrease with increases heat temperature

5): loss modulus(E'') increases with temperature increased of ZA27 as cast or heat treatments alloy

6): Damping capacity of ZA-27 as cast or heat treatments were also increase with temperature increase

---------------------------------------------------------------
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Figures

Figure 1

Densities of ZA_27 as theoretical and experimental.
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Figure 2

SEM images of ZA27 alloy; A) cast; B) heat treatment 120°C 1 hr.; C) heat treatment240°C 1. hr.; D) heat
treatment at 360°C for 1 hr.
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Figure 3

XRD patterns of the ZA-27 alloy as heat treatments
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Figure 4

Tensile strength of ZA-27 as cast, heat treatments
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Figure 5

Storage modulus of ZA-27 alloy, as-cast and heat treatment
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Figure 6

Loss modulus of ZA-27 alloy, as-cast and heat
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Figure 7

Damping capacity of ZA27 alloy as_cast and heat treatments


